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Chapter 1 - Exposed At Scale  

• Scaling Leadership explores how senior leaders are clear about what works, what does not 

work and what to do about it. 

• A critical perquisite to effective organizational leadership is leadership for self – which is 

creating outcomes that matter most. 

• Self-leadership is the lifelong stance of continually focusing on a desired future and taking 

action to bring that vision in to being. 

• Leadership scales capacity and capability in others through teams and in the organization 

• Ineffective leadership caps the ability of an organization to grow and this liability is exposed 

the minute you start to scale. 

• In this VUCA world, it is not enough to cope with the volatility and unpredictability in our 

markets, we must develop a new level of leadership literacy, mastery and agility.   

• We need a shift from VUCA to SCCA – Stability, Certainty, Simplicity and Clarity)  

• The complexity of the context we face as leaders makes a demand on our consciousness – 

our complexity of mind and heart, our inner game and our Internal Operating System.  

• it requires that the complexity of mind and heart of our leadership is higher than the 

complexity we face – otherwise we might face with the development gap. 

• Among the three levels of leadership, Creative and Integral Leadership are more effective in 

leading in complex environments than Reactive Leadership. 

• When we step into a position of leadership, we step into a transformative crucible – crucible 

is the container in which enough heat and pressure build up to catalyse a transformation. 

• When we start working on our effectiveness as leaders, we begin to improve our 

effectiveness as a human being.  Humanity is ultimately the foundation of leadership. 

• At its essence, leadership is a calling to serve.  Leadership is a vocation that can link diverse 

people from all walks of life to create remarkable achievements. It requires that as leaders 

we become more fully human, well rounded integrated human beings. 

Chapter 2 - Profiles in Leadership 

• Jim Geiger, CEO of Liquidweb – “Leaders bring the weather.  When a great leader walks into 

the room, everyone is on notice and everyone notices – the energy is palpable”. 

• Creative Leadership consists of 18 creative competencies and are closely correlated to 

measures of leadership effectiveness and business performance 

• Reactive Leadership in the bottom half of the LCP has 11 Reactive tendencies – these are the 

go-to strengths on which we habitually rely when we feel under pressure. 

• When we run our strengths reactively, we often create unintended consequences that limit 

our effectiveness.  When we deploy a strength reactively, we often cancel that strength and 

introduce liabilities in its place. 
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• Reactive Leaders can and do get results – they may be extraordinary as a leader; however, 

they often leave behind them a trail of broken, disenchanted and disengaged employees, 

peers and other stakeholders who feel pushed, coerced, pressured or let down. 

• Reactive leaders create an unhealthy “or else” ultimatum culture that brings burnout and 

diminishing returns over time. 

• Reactive leadership shuts down the valuable insights and contributions of employees while 

diminishing organizational capacity and capability 

 

 

 Figure 1: Optimal Leadership Circle Profile 

• The right conditions must be present for leadership at scale to occur.  They are  

o Creative leadership 

o Deep Relationship 

o Radically Human 

o Systems Awareness 

o Purposeful Achievement 

o Generative Tension 
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• Creative Leadership 

• Creative leadership is essential as the most effective response to escalating complexity to 

create a more agile, innovative, adaptive, engaging high performance organizational 

structure 

• Creative leaders raise the game of everyone around them – and inspire others to perform at 

their best. 

• Creative leaders create commitment and loyalty to its organization and its mission. 

• They also create an open honest authentic optimistic generative and innovative culture 

where the best ideas can emerged and everyone is encouraged to develop 

 

• Deep Relationship 

• Great leaders foster deep relationship.  The deeper the relationship the more solid are the 

foundations for scale. 

• Great leaders genuinely love and care about the people they work with and who work for 

them. 

• Work becomes joyful when we persevere together in relationships that nurture and 

challenge us. 

• Deep relationship unlocks human imagination – a critical factor to scale. 

• Deep relationship also allows leadership teams to persevere together.  

 

• Radically Human 

• Great leadership demands that we exhibit vulnerability with people around us with an 

unusual degree of humility, self-awareness, courage and integrity. 

• This maps to the Self Awareness and Authenticity dimension in LCP 

• We need to shift from knowing to learning and from controlling to empowering. 

• Leaders who scale leadership start with themselves by letting go and embracing the 

vulnerability of not knowing, even dropping your defences.  

• All these require maturing the inner game of leadership. 

• When we choose to be radically human, we exhibit fierce humility and vulnerability to be 

learner on a journey with other leaners. 

 

• System Awareness 

• Highly creative leaders think “big picture” – they see and design systems for higher, more 

durable and more agile performance in the VUCA world 

• Organizations need to be designed for engagement, adaptability, innovation, agility and 

scaling leadership – typically they are not. 

• These organizations are designed to harvest the feedback rich environment around us – 

customers, suppliers, our communities etc. 

• We cannot scale leadership without institutionalizing supportive, challenging feedback 

systems for development. 

 

• Purposeful Achievement 

• Great leaders are driven by purpose and turn those into lofty strategic vision that translate 

into strategy and execution 
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• Great leaders catalyse alignment by channelling aspirations and dreams of those who work 

for and with them 

• The condition of purposefulness is required by every one of the other conditions.   

• It is the beating heart of Creative leadership, the motivation to develop oneself, 

authentically, vulnerably and radically. 

• In the presence of a powerful purpose and compelling vision, people and systems evolve 

 

• Generative Tension 

•  Tension is a gap in each of the conditions.  There is Generative tension in the gap between 

our aspirations and our current reality. Also called Noo Dynamics (Frankl), Structural Tension 

(Fritz), Creative Tension (Senge) Strategic Intent (Prahalad and Hamel) 

• Great leaders cultivate this tension at every level – by committing to what matters most and 

compassionately telling the truth about current situations. 

• At a personal level, leaders cultivate it by facing their development gaps.  At the 

organizational level, they orchestrate the dialog that establishes organizational identity 

(mission vision values), SWOT analysis and rigors of organizational redesign 

• Leadership that scales requires holding everyone in a development gap – and as leaders take 

responsibility for an aggressive development agenda, committing to build the capability and 

capacity of leaders. 

Chapter 4 – High Creative Leadership Strengths 

• The top 10 skills for High Creative Leaders are  

o Strong People skills – high level of interpersonal capability, caring, compassionate, 

respectful, connects well with others 

o Visionary – Communicates a compelling vision of the future, knows and sets 

strategic direction that allows organizations to thrive 

o Team Builder – Unites, engages and supports team efforts 

o Personable / Approachable – Friendly, likeable, has a good sense of humour 

o Leads by example – Good role model, Walks the talk 

o Passion and Drive – Enthusiastic, driven, strongly committed to the success of the 

organization 

o Good Listener – Attentive and present when people are presenting their views 

o Develops People – Shares experience, provides mentoring, coaching, career planning 

o Empowers People – Shares leadership and encourages people to take ownership, 

find their own solutions and make their decisions 

o Positive Attitude – Optimistic and upbeat with a can-do attitude 
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Chapter 5 – The Strengths of High Reactive Leaders 

• High Reactive leaders are most strongly endorsed / acknowledged for a much different set of 

strengths than are High Creatives 

• The top 10 Strengths of High Reactive leaders are 

o Drive and passion – Enthusiastic, driven and strongly committed to the success of 

the organization and self 

o Visionary – Communicates a compelling vision of the future that fosters alignment, 

sets strategic direction 

o Strong Networker – Builds partnership with other business leaders, brings diverse 

groups together, provides strong customer focus 

o Domain / Technical Knowledge – Excellent knowledge, technical skills and 

experience with respect to organizational market and culture 

o Results focused – Knows what needs to be accomplished and now to get results.  

Reliable and action oriented 

o Intelligent / Brilliant – Keen mind and sharp thinker 

o Strong People skills – has level of interpersonal capability, connects well with others 

o Creative / Innovative – Things outside the box, pushes for change 
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o Personable / Approachable – friendly, likeable, good sense of humor 

o Positive attitude – Optimistic and upbeat with a can do attitude 

 

  

• The three largest gaps between High Creative and High Reactive leaders were Strong People 

skills (51), Good Listener (43) and Team Builder (43)  

• The narrowest gaps between High Reactive and High Creative leaders were Passion and 

Drive, Intelligent and Brilliant, Creative and Innovative, Thorough and Hard Working  

• High Reactive leaders are leading with non-differentiating strengths – strengths that don’t 

differentiate between the most effective and least effective leaders.  These non-

differentiating strengths comprise the bulk of strengths for which the high reactive leaders 

are endorsed. 

• Leading from non-differentiating strengths is not scalable – or they scale only to a point. 

These are necessary but insufficient to leadership. 

• The non-differentiating strengths are about getting results through one’s own drive and 

capability.  However, they are not about scaling capacity and capability in others and in the 

organization.  

• A leader’s primary job is scale leadership within the organization and then to scale that even 

further by helping those leaders to become collectively effective in the way they lead 

together and develop other leaders. 

• Leading through non-differentiating strengths does not mean that you are not making a 

large contribution, it does likely mean that you are becoming a bottleneck – so when you go 

up the ladder and take on more responsibility relying on non-differentiating strengths 

actually works against you instead of for you. 

• In terms of differentiating strengths as compared to Creative leaders, Reactive leaders had 

only 4 of them in the top 18 – Visionary, Strong People Skills, Personable / Approachable, 

Positive Attitude 

• High Reactive leaders are exceptionally bright and innovative; however, they have weak 

people skills – they don’t build teams or develop people, they don’t listen and are poor 

communicators.   

• A High Reactive leader is also someone who underuses his High Creative Strengths 

Chapter 6 – Leader Liabilities Most Reactive vs Most Creative 

• The top 10 liabilities of High Reactive Leaders are  
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o Ineffective Interaction Style - off-putting communication style, often arrogant, 

condescending, confrontation, dictatorial, overly critical 

o Not a Team Player – Operates independently and does not provide enough support 

for the team – focuses only on his goals 

o Team not fully developed – does not provide development opportunities, does not 

clearly define roles and responsibilities 

o Overdemanding – drives others too hard, too fast, sets unrealistic expectations, is 

unforgiving and harsh when expectations not met 

o Micromanagers – does not trust others to get the job done or empower people – 

tries to do all by himself 

o Team not held accountable – teams not accountable for quality results and struggle 

to execute against strategy to meet deadlines 

o Inattentive / Poor Listener – does not listen to other’s ideas, especially those ideas 

which do not match their own.   

o Too self-centric – puts personal agenda and gain ahead of the team.  Boasts and 

takes credit for other’s work 

o Lacks emotional control – Has a temper and launches into emotional outbuts and 

tirades particularly when things do not go as planned 

o Impatient – Becomes easily frustrated when others are too slow to catch on.  Tends 

to rush through things - no informed decision making 

 
• We notice that the top 10 High Creative Strengths is loaded with people strengths.   

Conversely the top 10 High Reactive Liability list is all about lousy human interactions.  These 

reactive behaviours disrupt and damage the conditions for scale, stunting organization 

growth 

 

• Relationship Task Balance 

• Four quadrants of leadership – People Creative, Task Creative, People Reactive, Task 

Creative 

• A leader can manage people creatively with high self-awareness emotional intelligence and 

in a manner that engages empowers and brings out the best in people teams and 

organizations 

• A leader can engage in a Reactive way – giving up too much power in pursuit of harmony 

and the need to be accepted. 
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• A leader can manage Task Creatively – purpose driven and vision focused translating into 

effective execution of results and systemic improvement.  

• A leader can manage a task Reactively by taking up too much power and becoming 

overcontrolling micromanaging and driving the organization beyond sustainable limits 

• LCP measures the balances between task and relationship strengths 

• The ability to lead people Creatively and focus them on purposeful task accomplishment is a 

key to effective leadership that scales.  Allan Mullaly at Boeing / Ford is an example. 

• Allan Mullaly developed a set of “Working together” principles and practices  

o People First 

o Everyone is included 

o Compelling vision, comprehensive strategy and relentless implementation plan 

o Clear performance goals 

o Propose a plan, positive – find a way attitude 

o Emotional resilience 

o Have fun – enjoy the journey 

• Allan strongly believes that leaders should love the people who work for and with them.  

“The purpose of our success is to serve others because that is the ultimate reward.  The 

purpose of life is to love and be loved” 

• Leaders have a moral obligation to get good with people at scale. When you step or are 

thrust into leadership, you are in the people business!! 

Chapter 7 – The Cancelling Effect   

• When leaders or the entire leadership organizations experience the Cancelling effect, their 

strengths are cancelled out by their liabilities.  As a result, their leadership cannot and does 

not scale. 

 

• In the picture above, we notice that the leader is Driven and Passionate but ineffective in his 

Interaction style, Visionary and Strategic but not a Team player. 

• Each of the High Reactive strength is cancelled out by a corresponding liability and the 

endorsement scores are almost equal – this is the cancelling effect in action. 

• Given how talented you are to have made it to the senior leadership and making a significant 

contribution to the organization, a high Reactive leader neutralizes all the good work done. 
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• The primary reasons for failure of vision and strategy is ineffective leadership – both 

individual and collective 

• Organizations face extremely difficult choices when they have a genius for a leader – some 

one who gets tremendous results but whose leadership seriously constrains growth – this 

put the organization in a dilemma – can they let the person go? Keep him in leadership 

positions? Most often they accommodate, work around and look the other way. 

• When leaders are asked about “What is the one thing if you could do all over again, you 

would like to have done differently” – the most common response is “I would have made the 

difficult decisions more quickly to change out the leaders I knew were not leading effectively 

and were not going to develop” 

• High Creative leaders have liabilities but they are overshadowed by the amplification effect 

that has happened to their leadership effectiveness.   

• Differentiating Strengths x Leadership Ratio x Relationship Task Balance = Amplification effect 

• Creative leaders amplify their multiple and effectiveness, Reactive leaders get the same 

amplification effect, but it works in the opposite direction. 

Chapter 8 – How Leaders scale Leadership 

• Scaling Leadership beyond yourself 

• Step 1 – Start with yourself - Take a deep look within yourself to understand your 

strengths and liabilities as a leader.  Review LCP and see where you sit in the spectrum 

between Creative and Reactive and Relationship and Task 

o Be aware – acknowledge the gap 

o Harvest your feedback  

o Focus on One Big Thing 

o Reach out for help 

• Step 2 – Develop Leadership Teams  

o Lead the development agenda 

o Assess individual and collective effectiveness 

o Get the right people in place 

o Build alignment around what matters 

• Step 3 – Build Leadership systems – Create long term organizational change that will 

survive test of time 

o Create developmental organization 

o Focus on measuring results 

o Institutionalize development agenda 

Chapter 9 – Full Spectrum Leadership  

• The Universal model of Leadership integrates most of the best theory and research on 

leadership and development over the last 70 years. 

• It integrates this knowledge into a model that captures something universal about 

leadership and how it develops 

• A pathway to improve your leadership competencies and evolve your own leadership is Up 

and Across 

• Up is a shift from Reactive to Creative. In a few a shift from Creative to Integral 
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• Movement up the spectrum means going from Reactive liabilities to Creative strengths, from 

cancelling out talent to getting a multiple on it, from deploying personal, technical 

intellectual and creative talent to amplifying that through people and teams. 

• Across means optimizing the balance between yin and yang of leadership –, the feminine 

and masculine, relationship and tasks – thus moving towards better balance and greater 

optimization.  

Chapter 10 – Reactive Leadership Strengths Run Reactively Cancel Themselves Out 

• The Universal pathway of Development is Up and Across – the first move is vertical and the 

second is to augment your core capability with a complementary competency. 

• The core of reactivity is identity – we define ourselves by having to be seen or experienced in 

a certain way to know ourselves as good, worthy and successful. 

• The Universal model of Leadership maps out three different core types of leaders each 

organizing their identity around a different corresponding leadership strength 

o Heart – people strengths 

o Mind – intellectual strengths 

o Will – result strengths 

• Each of us is a unique combination of Heart, Mind and Will – however, one of these usually 

dominates – either people oriented, idea oriented or result oriented.  We tend to organize 

around one and make it core to our identity. 

• We have to be seen as nice, likeable, agreeable, supportive (Heart), smart, wise, brilliant, 

analytical (Head) or as the one who drives results and get things done (Will) 

• Since we identify with a core strength as to who we are, we slip into a compulsive 

relationship with our strength – we must be this way “or else”. 

• We tend to overuse, overextend and overplay our strengths till it becomes a liability.  This 

also means one some of the strengths are underdeveloped, which brings in more liabilities. 

• When reacting under threat or pressure, we default to our strength – hence three types of 

Reactive leaders emerge  

o Complying – Heart 

o Protecting – Head 

o Controlling – Will 

• As Reactive leaders cancels themselves out, they remove or cancel their gift that introduces 

competing liabilities. And this does not scale.  

• An important first step in closing your development gap is to drop into your Reactive self to 

understand the strengths and weaknesses that comes with your type 

 

• Heart Centred Leaders 

• Heart centred leaders move towards others to form relationships and build their character 

around their gift of heart. 

• They are relationship oriented. 

• Their core belief is “I am OK if you like, love and accept me” 

• In their version of playing not to lose, they pursue safety over purpose by tending to give up 

too much power because they want to be liked. 

• They fear rejection – so they avoid controversy and conflict tending to complying leadership 
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• Typically, leaders in the High Complying group have low scores in Achieving – since more 

power a leader gives up to feel accepted, the less likely he or she will use power to 

champion a vision 

 

• High Complying leaders are described as having strong people skills – with this strength 

removed, we find these leaders as being too reserved, lacking in confidence, insecure and 

conflict averse. 

• High Complying leaders are described as poor decision makers, lacking vision, not holding 

team members accountable, disengaged, not being a team player and lacking passion. 

• High Complying leaders can lose their voices to such an extent that they no longer know who 

they really are – at work and at home. 

• They are caring human beings, people love being around them – however they undermine 

their relationship by being too concerned about relationships 

 

• Will Centred Leaders 

• Will Centred leaders are the opposite of Heart Centred leaders – if heart is the Yin, will is the 

Yang. 

• Will type leaders move against others 

• They compete in order to triumph over others – they take up power and use it get ahead. 

• Their core strength is their will power – the inner drive to make things happen, get results 

and create what they want.  They are born to lead and drive things forward. 

• Their core belief is “I am OK if I am the one who gets results, am perfect, am moving up am 

in charge and in control” 

• They fear failure because failure at anything feels like death 

• They often seek and gain power at the expense of others – seeing others as resources to be 

used to achieve what they want – they can leave behind maimed bodies in their wake 

• They do not delegate, develop team work build trust or mentors others gracefully 

• High controlling leaders tend not to excel at relationships and team work  
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• High Controlling leaders scored moderately on passion drive and technical/domain 

knowledge – they were described as visionary, positive  and easy to work with. Others talk 

about these leaders as having strengths of overdrive, perfectionism, workaholism, excessive 

ambition. 

• On the negative side, they are described as overcommitted, micromanagers, 

overdemanding, inflexible, impulsive and impatient – which effectively becomes liabilities 

and cancels the strengths 

 

• Head Centred Leadership 

• Head type leaders are people who move away from others in rational, analytical distance. 

• Intellectually brilliant, rational – they seek knowledge and truth and identify with those gifts. 

• They establish their sense of worth and security by demonstrating their analytical and critical 

capabilities. 

• Their self-worth and security depends on others seeing them as smart knowledgeable and 

superior 

• Their core belief is “I am OK if I am smart, self sufficient superior and above all can find flaws 

in others thinking” 

• Their strength is to remain composed and rational amidst chaos and conflicts – analysing 

things from a distance and providing brilliant analysis to complex and conflicting situations 

• Often experienced as cold, distant, disengaged, overly analytical, critical and arrogant. 

• Because their core fears are irrelevance and vulnerability, they tend to stay in their heads 

and provide analysis – they come across as being harshly critical, finding fault and feigning 

superiority. 

• If Complying in Yin, Controlling is Yang, then Protecting is neutral – staying calmly and 

critically above it all 

• Protecting is opposite to its own core strengths of Self Awareness, Authenticity and Systems 

Awareness. 
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• High Protecting leaders are visionary and strategic, technically strong with good domain 

knowledge, driven result focused, smart and passionate – most of these scores being 

moderate to low. 

• They are experienced as over-demanding, not clear about where they are heading, 

inflexible, not holding the team accountable, impulsive, conflict averse, aloof and distant – 

these liabilities largely offsetting the strengths. 

• They are ineffective in their interaction with others, not team players, play favourites, don’t 

develop their direct reports and don’t listen well. 

 

• The Universal model of Leadership is such a good model that it informs and instructs often 

for a lifetime. It is validated both quantitatively (strong correlations) and qualitatively (from 

what leaders describe and see) 

• The Strength based approach assumes that leaders have developed considerable strengths 

that have carried them far – yet these strengths running reactively can introduce Competing 

Liabilities that can actually remove the strength 

• Closing development gaps requires you to move Up and Across by 

o Upgrading your Internal Operating System bringing the embedded strengths into a 

higher order of impact 

o Moving across to develop underutilized strengths thereby turning Competing 

Liabilities into Complementary Competencies. 

Chapter 11 – Transforming Reactive into Creative Leadership 

• The primary development gap leaders face is that they are leading amid a level of complexity 

that requires Creative Leadership or higher, yet most are leading reactively – which has its 

limitations 

• The resulting development gap is adaptive challenge and the solution requires evolving to a 

higher order or thinking and being. 

• The development gap we face individually requires that we evolve or fall behind, that 

organizationally we evolve or become less relevant to our customers and globally we evolve 

or perish. 

• We must deconstruct our current level of adult development and reconstruct it at the next 

higher order of design – a design more fit for purpose in the world of escalating complexity 
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•  We notice that the stages of leadership maps to the stages of Adult development – the 

Leadership Circle Profile is designed to accelerate a leader’s development from one level to 

the next. 

• Each level of mind and leadership is developmentally more adapted to meet complexity and 

thrive within it than the one before it. 

 

• Shift from a Reactive to Creative  

• Most great symphonies have three movements – each movement builds on the one before 

it to make an artistic whole. 

• In the shift from Reactive to Creative, there is a fundamental shift of mind and heart and this 

involves movement from 

o Authored by others to authored by self 

o Safety to Purpose 

o Ambition to Service 

 

• The First Movement (Authored by Others to Authored by Self) 

• The first movement is from a person who is authored by others to one who is authored by 

self.  

• The leader authored by others is running a Socialized mind – the conditioning given in our 

youth and identity constructed over the years 

• When we act from a Socialized mind, we more likely to lead and live Reactively because our 

behaviour is being authored by outside circumstances and expectations – we are living from 

the outside in 

• We depend on outside validation for our security and self-esteem – and when this happens, 

we are managing our behaviour to meet these expectations.  We are in a Play-not- to- lose 

situation 

• Creating Outcomes that matter most – is the key.  Stephen Covey calls this stage 

independent – because they no longer depend on outside validation for self-worth. 
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• Creative Leaders are focused on leaving an organization in which they would want their 

children to work – they are no longer run by fear – playing-not-to-lose – but they are playing 

on purpose acting in service to something larger than themselves. 

• Fully Self Authored leaders know they have come through a shift in leadership and they now 

focus on developing that in others – building capacity and capability of others and the 

organization. 

• Leadership at scale requires Self authored Creative Leadership 

 

• The Second Movement (Safety to Purpose) 

• The primary tension in adult life is between purpose and safety.  We want to be part of 

something great, but at the end of the day, we still need to pay the mortgage 

• Both purpose and safety are important – if we ignore safety, we put purpose at risk, If we 

focus too much on safety, we also put purpose at risk. 

• If we play safe all the time and avoid risks, we wont benefit from the tremendous growth 

opportunities that reside outside our comfort zone.  If we take too much risk and fail to stay 

in contact with what is prudent, we put everything risk – the ongoing balance is important 

• You cannot pursue purpose and safety at the same time. 

• Courage is needed to address most of the complex difficult issues we face 

• If we play not to lose too often, we are not leading, we are cancelling ourselves out. 

• Living on purpose is risky – paradoxically by taking the future into our own hands we create 

a different kind of safety that comes with creating life and future we were born to create. 

 

• The Third Movement (Ambition to Service) 

• The Third Movement from ambition to service is interconnected with the first two 

movements 

• Creative and Reactive leaders are motivated differently and this motivation is at the core of 

the inner game and moves us into action or non-action.  It determines how we deploy 

ourselves into circumstances moment to moment and it shapes the kind of weather we 

bring. 

• In this movement, we see a shift from self-centric leadership to a servant leadership model 

and a drive for personal success towards a commitment to organizational success.  This shift 

enables the leadership to be freed up to scale. 

• As we move from being Authored by Others to being Self Authored, we become far less self-

centric and move from driving for our purposes to leading for contribution.  We move from 

self-centric ambition to serving something larger than ourselves. 

• When leaders rise up the Spectrum of Leadership, Complementary competencies become 

more accessible – leaders develop the agility to move between competencies in a way that 

Reactive leaders cannot. 

• High Creative leaders are technically competent and approachable.  They are result focused 

and they develop and empower others. 

• Leadership mastery is the agile and fluid movement between strengths.  High creative 

leaders can mix and match competencies to optimize their leadership under any 

circumstances. 
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Chapter 12 Practices that Transform Leadership  

• It is hard to change deeply grooved patterns in how we show up everyday in our lives and 

our leadership 

• Change and transformation is only worth the effort if there is something more or higher to 

gain or create for which our current level of leadership is too small 

• For any organization’s transformation to be successful, we should move from individual 

leadership development to a collective leadership effectiveness. 

• A senior executive team (SET) in an organization were given these questions to focus 

feedback back to each member 

o What is the single most important contribution each of your peers makes to the 

SET? 

o What is the one area that your peers must eliminate or improve upon for the good 

of the team? 

o What do you admire in each of your peer’s leadership qualities that he or she should 

continue to contribute? 

o What are the key things we must achieve as a team? 

• Effective leaders create the conditions for leadership at scale in themselves, in others and in 

the organization by engaging in these four practices that work to establish and hold 

generative tension 

o Tell the truth about what you want – create a vision, focus attention on the 

outcomes, set the intention to create them, choose to have this as our current 

reality and finally hold and reaffirm this intention daily 

o Tell the truth about how you are creating your current reality – talk about the truth 

about the results we are creating now, get to the bottom of identifying embedded 

beliefs driving the behaviour that gets us what we don’t want and surface those 

beliefs within yourself and amongst others 

o Rinse and Repeat to continue to hold generative tension – do this as an ongoing 

practice 

o Practice every day – make daily experiments, take small steps and learn from 

experience.  It would be good if you get regular feedback, practice daily reflection, 

trust your intuition and take a long-term systemic approach  

• If we do these individually and at an organization level, we increase the chances of 

generative tension getting resolved by moving our current reality towards our vision 

• It is about shifting our mindset, upgrading our individual and organizational Operating 

system from Reactive to Creative and beyond that to Integral, move Up and Across, move 

from cancelling strength to multiplying it and amplifying it 

 

• Establish Generative Tension 

• Generative tension is a mental model at the heart of Creative leader’s Operating system. 

• It is how we change if we choose, it is how we become ourselves.  
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• Generative tension is established by cultivating a gap between what we want and what we 

have got.  It is the resulting gap between the two ends that creates the tension 

• Generative tension is a structure and structure determines performance. 

• The natural tendency of the structure of generative tension is for our current reality to move 

towards our vision 

 

• Tell the truth about what we want 

• The starting place for creating anything we want is knowing what we want and why we want 

it with enough specificity that we would know if we did, indeed create it 

• To get started, we only have to care about something and focus that into an outcome we 

want to create 

• The energy that fuels generative tension is our passion, our love, for achieving the result.   

• The first step in establishing generative tension is to focus on results that matter – clarity on 

purpose, vision, outcome and behaviour. – at different levels 

 

• Discerning Purpose 

• The deepest and most profound level of clarifying what we want is to discern our purpose 

for being. 

• Purpose is the deep source of our passion, our true north. 

• The task of discerning purpose requires a deep listening to our lives and a profound trust 

that the events of our life are purposeful. 

• Discerning higher purpose is an organizational must – the core organizational identity and it 

is the leader’s job to discern this and clarify it. 

 

• Distil Vision 

• Purpose provides the direction and vision provides the destination.  Any compelling vision is 

infused with purpose 
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• Vision catalyses generative tension by providing a description of the desired future reality 

• Purposeful vision is the beating heart of Self Authoring and Creative leadership – the truth 

north of generative tension – maps to LCP dimension Purposeful and Visionary 

 

• Outcomes and Behaviour 

• Vision is distilled into strategies and goals – Outcomes 

• If we hope to create a different future, we need to embody it now – act it out in every 

encounter. 

• We need to show up differently from moment to moment in the way we lead individually 

and collectively. 

• The fastest way to change our leadership to become more effective is to establish generative 

tension around one of the differentiating behaviours / competencies 

• What is the One Big Thing, if we improve or develop will unlock our leadership?  The One Big 

thing could be an emerging strength that as you leverage it propels your leadership to the 

next level. 

• One you identify your One Big Thing, create a direct line of sight between it and your 

purpose and vision.  

 

• Telling the truth about current reality 

• Acknowledging what we have accomplished is a strong reinforcement to the belief that we 

can create whatever we set our minds to create 

• Acknowledgement builds momentum as we move towards manifesting what we envision 

• If we practice shading the truth about our current reality, we compromise the creation of 

generative tension. 

• Generative tension often leads to anxious tension within us as it highlights the gap between 

where we are and where we want to be 

• What differentiates and cancels out leadership is given in the table below 

 

What works What does not work 

Strong People skills Ineffective interaction style 

Visionary Not a team player 

Team builder Team not fully developed 

Personable and approachable Overdemanding 

Leads by example Micro managing 

Passion and Drive Team not held accountable 

Good listener Inattentive, poor listener 

Develops people Too self centric 

Empowers people Lacks emotional control 

Positive attitude Impatient 

Motivator Too detail / tactically focused 

Calm presence Impulsive decisions / judgements 

Person of Integrity Vision not articulated 

Servant Leader Inflexible 
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• Be Intentional 

• Intention is more powerful than willpower -  it is the soul power, a spiritual commitment and 

energy. It elicits unseen forces in service of the purpose and vision to come through us and 

through our leadership 

• When we set our intention (aligned with purpose) on what matters most, we elicit powerful 

forces and put them into play. 

• “When we are on purpose, all the doors open”  - Joseph Campbell 

• Stop Challenge Choose 

o If we catch ourselves behaving in a way contrary to our intention  - the first thing we 

could do is to stop – take a timeout, take a deep breath and create apace beteen 

what is happening and our impulsive reaction to it 

o Next we ask ourselves “Is this consistent for what we want in the future?  Challenge 

is questioning old patterns and behaviour and reminding ourselves where this 

behaviour leads 

o Next is to make a choice – choose to engage differently. 

o It is a good practice to later observe more closely what happened  

• Practice 

• Establishing generative tension needs to become an ongoing practice  

• We try one behaviour, take baby steps, make safe to fail experiments, watch the impact, 

adjust and try again 

• We establish generative tension by refocusing on what we are creating and reinforcing 

generative tension by acknowledging small successes 

• It is all about “Practice – Observe – Reflect - Rinse and Repeat”. And seek supportive ongoing 

feedback 

 

• Intuition 

• Inspiration is required – and intuition is the gateway to being inspired. 

• It is an unseen capability that enables us to draw on the unseen dimensions of ourselves 

(subconscious and superconscious) for information that is required if we want a 

breakthrough. 

• Knowing what to do in the moment even though we cannot explain why is often the very 

action that helps us break through. 

• Intuition and rationality work hand in hand to provide the insight and learning needed to 

resolve generative tension 

• Intuition works best in times of rest, relaxation, mindfulness, and dialogue after periods of 

intense conscious rational commitment 

 

• Reflection 

• Reflection in the morning – helps in preparing for the day ahead, creates mental alertness 

and provides a perspective.   In the evening, reflection provides a retrospection, 

acknowledging successes, expressing gratitude and staying focused and present 

• The practice of daily reflects helps close your development gaps, scale your leaderships and 

perform at high levels amidst the complex work environments 
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• Feedback 

• Feedback facilitates development because people around us see with great precision. 

• They see the full spectrum of leadership and see the strengths and liabilities that come with 

our uniqueness. 

 

• Truth Telling 

• Teams of leaders that scale leadership get proficient at having difficult conversations 

requiring courage to say things that matter in direct authentic and compassionate ways. 

• It is all about “We can now have the conversations we used to avoid and do them well.  This 

has made all the difference” 

• Scaling Creative Leadership requires radical authenticity.   

 

• Lead the Change 

• Leaders who quickly make the most progress scaling leadership do two additional things that 

help them change personally while catalysing systemic transformation 

o They take a long-term systemic approach to development 

o They lead the change publicly personally and vulnerably 

• Individual and collective change takes time – and long-term approaches are the only ones 

that work.  Short term changes will not sustain over a long period of time 

• We are most effective at leading when we understand that 

o Individual, collective and systemic development is a business imperative 

o Organizations like people have an internal operating system – culture 

o An organizational will never perform at a level higher than the consciousness of its 

senior leadership 

o The collective consciousness of senior leadership is the primary carrier of culture 

o Our primary job as leaders is to lead development – develop other leaders 

o We are not separate from the system 

o We are a microcosm of the whole system 

o Our efforts at personal change, and team effectiveness are most likely to fail if we 

do not change the system that supports and sustains the way s of leading that puts 

us at a competitive disadvantage 

o The systems function and dysfunction are in the sus 

o It will not change unless we do 

o We must do so publicly and vulnerably 

o There is no safe way to be great 

 

Chapter 13 Integral Leadership  

• Our world is facing a perilous future and one rife with possibilities – an uncertain future lies 

ahead 

• Our state of leadership does not seem to keep up with the challenges and often we are 

cancelling ourselves out. 

•  We must innovate our ways out of the dilemmas we are creating for ourselves.  Are we 

innovating enough to meet the new world order? 

• If we don’t innovate disruptively at an ever-increasing pace, we are in trouble.  However, if 

we do innovate disruptively, we will overwhelm our social fabric.  This is complexity. 
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• We are now up against an escalating complexity and disruptive change that requires an 

unprecedented level of innovation, adaptability, scalability, sustainability, resilience, 

collective intelligence, engagement, empowerment, agility, systemic thinking and global 

cooperation.  We need all this at scale and every level of scale. 

• All these require an unparalleled level of collective collaboration innovation and mature 

leadership.   

• The future of leadership is Integral leadership – creating organizations innovatively designed 

to scale leadership at every level, to innovate at the pace of change and to thrive amidst 

complexity. 

• In the transition to Integral leadership, arising on a Self-Transforming meaning making 

system, the authentic, visionary, purpose driven self we have worked so hard to refine goes 

through yet another metamorphosis – disintegration and reintegration. 

• With this transformation, we become more capable of relation to our self as a system – an 

ecology of different selves. 

• The new inner capacity transforms our leadership.  We now hold more of the function and 

dysfunction in the world without blaming, taking sides, or championing our own vision. 

• Together we innovate new and agile organizational designs that are inclusive, engaging, 

developmental, and fit for purpose in a VUCA world.  As such, we become the servant and 

system architect of an emergent future that is our collective welfare. 

• All of this is informed by grace – we trust there is grace enough in the system for us to let go, 

ask for help, not know, and learn our way forward together.   

• We are graced with the wisdom that rides in on intuitive waves of insight when we suddenly 

know what has to be done, where we need to go or what/how we need to change, however 

counterintuitive.   

• We are graced when we break through to deeper levels of self-understanding and find that 

in awareness, our deep kinship with humanity. 

• As Integral leaders we learn to count on the unseen forces that move in our favour. 

• If we have faith in the goodness of humanity and in that which pulls us onward, we trust that 

we will be informed by grace to navigate, succeed and thrive in this volatile, chaotic and 

uncertain world. 

• Integral leadership intuits our inherent unity.  As we breakthrough to seeing the beauty in 

the ecology of very different selves within us, we notice that others, including our enemes 

are not so different from us.  We are then poised to see through to a deeper unity that we 

all share – that we all are – for we are all for each other. 

• We believe the future of leadership is Integral leadership informed by grace and leading 

from the presumption of our inherent unity.   

• We think our world depends on leaders at every level, but especially those in significant 

levels of leadership who are evolving towards Integral leadership informed by unity. 
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Leadership Circle Profile Summary Dimensions 

 

Relating  Measures the leader’s capability to relate to 
others in a way that brings out best in people, 
groups or organizations 

 Caring connection Ability to form warm caring relationships 

 Fosters team play Ability to foster high performance team work 
among team members 

 Collaborator Measures the extent to which the leaders 
engage others in a manner that allows for 
parties involved to discover common ground 

 Mentoring and Developing Measures the leader’s ability to develop 
others through mentoring and maintaining 
growth-enhancing relationships 

 Interpersonal intelligence Measures the interpersonal effectiveness 
with which the leader listens, engages in 
conflict and controversy, deals with feelings 
of others and manages his/her own feelings 

Self-
Awareness 

 Measures the leader’s orientation to ongoing 
professional and personal development and 
the degree to which inner self awareness is 
express through high integrity leadership 

 Selfless Leader Measures the extent to which the leader 
pursues service over self interest 

 Balance Measures the leader’s ability to keep a 
balance between business and family, activity 
and reflection and work and leisure 

 Composure Remain composed and centered and maintain 
a calm focused perspective 

 Personal Learner Degree to which the leader demonstrates 
strong and active interest in learning and 
personal and professional growth. 

Authenticity  Leader’s capability to relate to others in an 
authentic, courageous manner and with 
integrity 

 Integrity How well the leader adheres to the set of 
values and principles and trusted to “walk the 
talk” 

 Courageous Authenticity Leader’s willingness to take tough stands, 
bring up the “undiscussables” and openly 
deal with difficult relationship problems 

Systems 
Awareness 

 Measures how the leader’s awareness is 
focused on the whole system improvement, 
productivity and community welfare 

 Community concern Measures the service orientation of the 
leader. 
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 Sustainable Productivity Measures how well the leader balances 
human/technical resources to sustain long 
term high performance 

 Systems thinker How the leader thinks and acts from a whole 
system perspective and makes decisions 
taking a long-term perspective  

Achieving  Measures the extent to which the leader 
offers visionary, authentic, and high 
achievement leadership 

 Strategic focus Think and plan strategically for the near and 
long term 

 Purposeful and visionary How the leader clearly communicates and 
models commitment to personal purpose and 
vision 

 Achieves results Degree to which the leader is goal directed 
and has a track record of goal achievement 
and high performance 

 Decisiveness Leader’s ability to make decisions on time 
and the extent to which he is comfortable in 
moving forward with uncertainty 

Complying  Extent to which a leader gets a sense of self-
worth and security by complying with the 
expectations of others rather than acting on 
what he/she intends and wants 

 Conservative Extent to which the leader thinks and acts 
conservatively, follows procedure and lives 
within the prescribed rules of the 
organization 

 Pleasing Leader’s need to seek support and approval 
in order to feel secure and worthwhile as a 
person 

 Belonging  Measures leader’s need to conform, follow 
the rules and meet the expectations of those 
in authority 

 Passive Degree to which the leader give away his 
power to others and to circumstances outside 
his control.  Lacks the power to create the 
future he wants 

Protecting  Measures the belief that the leader can 
protect himself and establish a sense of 
worth through withdrawal and remaining 
distant, hidden, aloof, cynical, superior or 
rational 

 Arrogance Leaders tendency to project a large ego, 
having a self-centered egoistical behavior 

 Critical  Tendency to take a critical, questioning and 
somewhat cynical attitude 
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 Distance Tendency to establish a sense of personal 
worth through withdrawal, being superior, 
remaining aloof, emotionally distant 

Controlling  Extent to which a leader establishes a sense 
of personal worth through task 
accomplishment and personal achievement 

 Perfect Leader’s need to attain flawless results and 
perform to extremely high standards 

 Driven Measure of his belief that worth and security 
are tied to accomplishing a great deal 
through hard work.  Need to perform at a 
very high level in order to feel worthwhile 

 Ambition Extent to which the leader needs to get 
ahead, move up in the organization and be 
better than others.  

 Autocratic Measures the leader’s tendency to be 
forceful, aggressive and controlling.  
Measures the extent to which the leader 
equates self-worth and security ot being 
powerful, in control, strong, dominant, 
invulnerable or on top. 
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